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Abstract
We consider the problem of learning parametrized concept classes with membership and equivalence queries. If Cn is the concept class being learned, we show
that if equivalence queries can be made from a larger but still `reasonable' hypothesis class, then there exist O(n log Cn ) queries that exactly learn the target
concept c Cn. We also show that our results are best possible in terms of how
big the hypothesis class needs to be and thereby give a way of deriving a lower
bound of (n2) on the size of monotone formulae for majority and other boolean
functions. This matches the best known lower bounds for majority.
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Introduction

The notion of distribution-free machine learning of concepts was introduced by Valiant[9].
Concepts are subsets of a set called the domain. In the model introduced in [9] the learning
algorithm is given positive and negative examples (points in the domain) of the concept to be
learnt. These examples are assumed to be drawn from a xed but unknown distribution and
the goal of the learning algorithm is to come up with a hypothesis that `closely' (according
to the measure de ned by the underlying distribution) matches the concept being learnt.
Since the input to the algorithm is a random sample we must allow for error in the output,
i.e. some probability that the output hypothesis will not closely match the target concept.
We also cannot hope to achieve exact identi cation of the target concept.
Angluin[1] formalized an alternate model of learning based on queries to a teacher. In this
model the learning algorithm is allowed to ask various questions about the target concept
and these questions are answered (correctly) by the teacher. Several types of queries are
considered in [1]. In this paper we will focus on two speci c types of queries, membership
queries and equivalence queries. Suppose the domain is X and the target concept is L. In a
membership query the learning algorithm presents a point x 2 X and the teacher answers
yes if x 2 L and no otherwise. In an equivalence query the learning algorithm presents a set
L  X to the teacher and the teacher answers yes if L = L . If not the teacher presents a
counter-example i.e. a point x that lies in the symmetric di erence of L and L .
In both the models above one deals with concept classes rather than individual concepts
so that one can talk about the asymptotic complexity of learning algorithms for particular
concept classes. Many naturally occurring concept classes are parametrized by an integer
parameter n. For instance the set of all boolean circuits of size bounded by a xed polynomial in the number of inputs to the circuit represents a concept class and it is naturally
parametrized by n, the number of inputs to the circuit. Thus this concept class C can be
thought of as the union, [Cn where Cn is the subset of C consisting of the n input circuits.
We are concerned with information-theoretic bounds on the number of (equivalence and
membership) queries needed to exactly learn such classes. We have to decide what kinds
of equivalence queries are permissible before we can prove these bounds. Angluin[1] points
out that if the concepts that are queried as equivalence queries are restricted to be from the
class being learnt, then there are concept classes for which each query eliminates only one
concept from consideration and hence exponentially many queries are required.
Suppose S is any set of concepts over the domain, X . We can de ne a majority concept,
m, for S by letting m consist of all x 2 X which are included in at least 1/2 the concepts
in S . Angluin[1] points out that if equivalence queries are allowed to query about majority
concepts of arbitrary subsets of concepts in Cn , then learning can be achieved in O(log jCnj)
queries. This is the take-o point for this paper.
We rst show that after suitable use of membership queries, the majority concept is not
much more `complex' than the concepts in the concept class being learnt. We then treat
unions and intersections as the basic operations on concepts and look at bounds on the
number of unions and intersections of concepts (in the class being learnt) that are needed to
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express equivalence queries in an ecient learning algorithm. Our main results are

On

C

1. If majorities of ( ) concepts in n are permitted as equivalence queries then there
are polynomially many queries that allow learning.

C

O n= n

2. If in learning n , formulae involving (( log )2 ) unions and intersections of concepts
in n are permitted as equivalence queries then there are polynomially many queries
which allow exact identi cation of the target concept.

C

3. If equivalence queries are uniformly restricted to be from the class of formulae using
(( log )2 ) unions and intersections of concepts in n then there is a class
for
which learning is not possible using polynomially many queries.

o n= n

C
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4. Any monotone formula computing majority and certain other boolean functions of
inputs must have size at least ( 2 ).
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General Framework
The Model
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We will restrict ourselves to concept classes, , for which the number of concepts in n is
upper bounded by 2p(n) for some polynomial ( ). We will also assume for simplicity that
the domain of n is n = f0 1gn . For such classes we study learning algorithms that make
polynomially many queries.
In order for a learning algorithm to make only polynomially many queries, it must be
allowed to make equivalence queries from a larger concept class called the hypothesis class.
We are interested in investigating the `complexity' of the hypothesis class.
We use the vehicle of monotone formulae to quantify this complexity. A monotone
formula is a circuit consisting of AND and OR gates such that all the gates have fan-out 1.
We will restrict ourselves to equivalence queries which can be expressed as unions (ORs) and
intersections (ANDs) of concepts in the concept class being learnt. Any such equivalence
query can be expressed as a monotone formula, , whose inputs are concepts 1 2
. The
concept represented by consists of all points 2 n such that ( ) = ( 1 ( ) 2( )
)=
1.
We use the standard de nition of the size of a formula. We will let the size be the number
of wires in the formula. This means that we can transform any formula to have fan-in 2
without blowing up its size by more than a constant factor. When we restrict ourselves to
formulae with fan-in 2, we will let the size of the formula be the number of gates.
We will measure the complexity of a learning algorithm by the size of its hypotheses
when expressed as formulae over the concept class being learnt. We will prove tight bounds
on this complexity in the next two sections.
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2.2

Cherno bounds

We make extensive use of Cherno bounds through out this paper. These bounds on tails of
distributions of sums of independent, identically distributed, non-negative random variables
were rst proved by Cherno [3]. A very readable discussion and proofs of these bounds can
be found in the lecture notes on randomized algorithms by Raghavan[7]. To make this paper
self contained we list the two inequalities that we will repeatedly use. The statements here
are identical to those in [7].
Let XP; X ; : : : ; Xn be P
independent Bernoulli trials with Pr(X = 1) = p ; p 2 (0; 1). Let
X=
X and  =
p > 0. Then
" exp() #
Pr(X > (1 + )) < (1 + )
= F (;):
(1)
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(1+)

+

(0; 1],
Pr(X < (1 0 )) < exp(0 =2) = F 0(;):
(2)
Several generalizations of Cherno bounds to not necessarily 0-1 random variables, to
not necessarily identically distributed random variables etc. are known and widely used. For
results such as these, see for example, Chvatal[2].

Under the same hypothesis as above, for  2
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2.3

The Probabilistic Method

Roughly, the probabilistic method is used to prove the existence of combinatorial objects
having certain properties. This is done by setting up a probability space whose points are
combinatorial objects and showing that a random point chosen from it has a probability
greater than 0 of having the desired property. For an excellent treatment of the probabilistic
method see Spencer[8].
3

Learning Concept Classes

In this section we give three di erent learning algorithms for a learning concept class C =
[C satisfying the conditions of the previous section. Allthese algorithms makepolynomially
many queries but use equivalence queries of di erent sizes.
n

3.1

Algorithm using Majority
Let c 2 C be the target concept. Our algorithm maintains a set S

of concepts that are
consistent with all the queries so far. Initially S = C . If there is a membership query that
eliminates at least a quarter of the concepts in S regardless of what the answer is, we make
that membership query. Otherwise, for each x 2 f0; 1g either x is in at least three quarters
of the concepts in S or x is in at most one quarter of the concepts in S.
3
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Let r1 ; r2; : : : ; r24n, be 24n concepts that are randomly and independently chosen from S .
Consider an equivalence query of the form f = Maj(r1 ; r2; : : : ; r24n). We want to show that
there is a non-zero probability that this hypothesis concept consists exactly of the points in
the domain that belong to at least three quarters of the concepts in S . For x such that x
belongs to at most one quarter of the concepts in S , the probability that f (x) = 1 is upper
bounded by F + (6n; 1) = (e=4)6n < 20n . This follows from equation (1) above. Similarly the
probability that a y that is accepted by most circuits in S is rejected by this new circuit is
upper bounded by F 0 (18n; 1=3) = exp(0n) < 20n . The overall probability that some point
of the domain is wrongly classi ed by this circuit is less than 1. Thus by the probabilistic
method there exists a formula of the form described above that constructs the majority
concept.
We now make an equivalence query using the majority concept. It is clear that any
counter-example to this query eliminates at least 3/4 of the concepts in S and hence at
every stage we eliminate at least 1/4 of the concepts in S . The bound of O(log jC j) on the
number of queries follows.
The best upper bound known on the size of majority formulae on O(n) inputs is due to
Valiant[10] and is O(n5 3 ). A lower bound of n2 is known on this size[4].
:

3.2

A Depth 2 Formula for the Majority Concept on Very Biased
Inputs

We modify our techniques of the last subsection to give a more elementary construction of
the majority concept in the case where points of the domain either belong to overwhelmingly
many or to very few concepts in S . Our construction here assumes that each input either
belong to at most 1=n of the remaining concepts or to at least 1 0 1=n of the remaining
concepts. This can be easily arranged using membership queries. Under this assumption we
2
construct a depth 2 formula with O( log log log ) inputs which computes the majority concept.
Combinatorially this construction is simpler than the majority circuit of the previous subsection. Also as a special application the technique of this subsection allows the learning of
AC0 circuits of size bounded by p(n) by using AC0 circuits of size O(n2 p(n)) as equivalence
queries. One nal advantage of this construction is that it uses provably fewer unions and
intersections than the majority-based construction in its equivalence queries.
Let c 2 C be the target concept. Roughly our bound is proved as follows. At any stage
let S  C be the set of concepts that are consistent with all queries so far. As long as there
is a membership query whose result will reduce the size of S by a factor of 1=n or more, we
make that membership query. Otherwise, we have a situation where each input is accepted
by `most' concepts in S or rejected by `most' concepts in S . In this case we create a formula,
m, which accepts exactly those inputs which are accepted by most concepts in S . Presenting
m as an equivalence query will drastically reduce the size of S and we will certainly achieve
the reduction in the size of S by a polynomial factor. Since C is only exponentially big,
it follows that in polynomially many queries the size of S is reduced to 1, i.e. the target
concept has been identi ed.
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Consider a depth 2 formula, m, where the gates at level 1 are ORs and the output
gate is an AND. Suppose each OR gate has fan-in2 2n=log n and the AND
gate has fan-in
2
n
n
2n=log log n. This implies that m is of size O( n
n ) and has
n
n inputs. Suppose
these inputs are randomly and independently chosen concepts from S . We will show that m
has a non-zero probability of computing the majority concept.
Let x be an input that is accepted by at least n0n of the concepts in S . The probability
that any particular OR gate does not accept x is at most 20 n and the probability that there
exists an OR gate which does not accept x is at most (2n)20 n which is less than 20n for
large enough n.
Now let y be an input that is accepted by at most 1=n of the concepts in S . The
probability that a particular OR gate accepts y is at most 1 0 (1 0 n ) n= n which is at most
2=log n. The probability that m accepts y is at most (2=log n) n= n which is less than
20n for large enough n.
There are 2n inputs, each of which `behaves badly' with probability less than 20n . Thus
there is a nonzero probability that all the inputs behave well on m. By the probabilistic
method there exists an m for which all the inputs behave well, i.e such that m accepts exactly
those inputs which are accepted by most concepts.
It is clear that the algorithm described above makes only polynomially many queries and
that its equivalence queries are of size n n2 n .
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3.3 An Optimal Algorithm
We now sketch an algorithm whose equivalence queries are of size O((n=log n) ). This will
be shown to be optimal in the next section.
Once again we assume that using membership queries we have come to a stage where
every point of the domain is in at most 1=n of the concepts in the viable concept set S , or
in at least 1 0 1=n of these concepts.
The formula that computes the majority concept in optimal size is a complete binary
tree of depth 2(log n 0 log log n + 1) where the odd levels have OR gates and the even levels
have AND gates. The proof that such a formula exists is again by the probabilistic method
and the details of the analysis are not given here since they are somewhat similar to the
lower bound analysis of the next section.
We note that all three algorithms described here can be implemented in PSPACE provided there is a PSPACE test of membership of a point in a concept.
2
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A Lower Bound

In this section we show that the results of the previous section are optimal in a certain sense.
Speci cally, we show that there is a parametrized concept class, Cn, for which learning a
target concept in polynomially many queries requires that equivalence queries be drawn from
the set consisting of ((n=log n) )-sized formulae. In other words when equivalence queries
are restricted to be drawn from a smaller hypothesis class, no learning algorithm can learn
2
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a concept in polynomially many queries. Admittedly, the concept class Cn will be highly
arti cial and even non-evaluatable in the sense de ned in [5]. However, it just illustrates
that any generic argument about the number of queries required to learn a concept class
must allow equivalence queries from a hypothesis class essentially as large as the one de ned
in the previous section. It is still possible that for speci c concept classes such as boolean
circuits of a bounded size, there is a polynomial sequence of queries that allows one to learn,
where the equivalence queries are drawn from a smaller hypothesis class.
We introduce the following notation. We say that an equivalence query belongs to
H (Cn ; p(n)) if it can be expressed as a p(n)-sized formula. For the lower bound we will
focus on the set Cn of concept classes Cn where jCn j is bounded by 2n and Xn , the domain
of Cn is f0; 1gn . For such classes the procedure of the previous section makes only polynomially many queries to learn a target concept. Suppose now that there is a uniform bound
r(n) 2 o((n=log n)2) such that every concept class Cn 2 Cn is learnable in polynomially many
queries with equivalence queries drawn from H (Cn ; r(n)). We know that r(n) = ( log nn (n) )2
where (n) ! 1 as n ! 1.
Let m be any monotone formula which takes q (n) inputs, has no more than (r(n)) gates
and produces one output. For the lower bound we restrict consideration to formulae m with
fan-in 2.
We de ne a distribution on concept classes out of which a concept class Cn is chosen as
follows:
Each concept in the concept class Cn will be a subset of the set of n-bit strings. Let
A denote the set of n-bit strings beginning with a 0 and B denote the set of n-bit strings
beginning with a 1.
The class Cn will have 2n concepts, c1; c2 ; : : :; c2n . Each ci is randomly
de ned in the
p
0
(
n
)
following manner: Each x 2 A belongs
and each y 2 B
p to ci with probability n
belongs to ci with probability 1 0 n0 (n).
These random choices are to be thought of as being made after the particular circuit m
and the particular set of q (n) concepts whose outputs are input to m have been chosen. We
can then talk about the probability of m's output satisfying certain properties.
The overall argument will have the following form. In our probability space, we will
show that membership queries and most equivalence queries are ine ectual with very high
probability. There is only one particular equivalence query that can make sucient progress
to allow the algorithm to nish in polynomially many queries.
We will then show that as we consider all possible formulae of size  r(n) and all possible
subsets of q (n) of the 2n concepts in Cn as inputs to the formulae, the total probability that
any of these formulae constructs the desired equivalence query is negligibly small. By the
probabilistic method we know that there is a concept class Cn which cannot be learnt as
long as equivalence queries are drawn from unions and intersections of r(n) concepts.
In the course of this proof we will identify several `bad events' which will just be events
that make the concept class Cn not suitable for the lower bound proof. We will denote these
events by Ei and show that the sum of their probabilities is strictly less than 1 thereby
showing that there is some concept class Cn for which the lower bound holds.
6

Suppose the learning algorithm makes nk queries (where k is a constant) in order to learn
a concept in Cn .
q
Choose n large enough that
(n) > 2k + 1 and consider the concept class Cn de ned
above. A sketch of the argument proving the contradiction follows.
Essentially each point in A belongs to very few of the concepts and each point in B belongs
to most of the concepts. Thus if the adversary always answers NO for any membership
query from A and always answers YES for a membership query from B , then even after nk
membership queries most concepts in Cn have still not been eliminated. The same argument
holds when an equivalence query is made which either includes at least one point in A or
excludes at least one point in B . The adversary can always present the included/excluded
point as a counter-example again ensuring that a very small fraction of the concepts get
eliminated. Thus the only query that makes enough progress to allow the algorithm to nish
in nk queries is an equivalence query which is the majority concept query.
We now estimate the probabilities of our rst two bad events. Let E1 be the event that
some point inp A is in
more than 2n =n2k concepts. Then by Cherno bounds Pr(E1 ) <
p
n=2
2n F + ((2n )n0 (n); n (n)02k 0 1) which has a crude upper bound of 202 . Let E2 be the
event that some point in B is absent from more than 2n =n2k concepts. The probability of
E2 has an identical bound and together these probabilities are super exponentially small.
We now have to show that m has an extremely small probability of arriving at the exact
equivalence query.
We need to de ne the third and fourth
Each
p (n)bad events E3 and En041 at this ppoint.
(n)
n
0
1
concept in Cn is expected to have 2 =n
points from A and 2 (1 0 1=n
) points
from B . E3 represents the event that some concept has too few points from A and E4 the
event that some concept has too many points from B . These events are bad because such
a concept is too good an approximation to the majority concept.
More precisely, let E3
p
(n)
be the event that somepconcept in Cn has less than 2n01 =2n
points from A. Then
(n)
n
0
n
0
1
Pr(E3 ) < 2 F (2 =n
; 1=2). Thus the probability of E3 is upper bounded once again
by a super-exponentially small value. Symmetrically
p (n) we let E4 represent the event that some
n
0
1
concept in Cn is missing less than 2 =2n
points from B and the upper bound on E4
is identical to the upper bound on E3 .
In what follows we make the assumption that events E1 ; E2 ; E3; E4 do not happen. This
assumption introduces dependencies in the rest of the analysis. However, since the Ei are
such low probability events, the e ect of the dependencies can be ignored.
Suppose we maintain ordered pairs (p1 ; p2 ) at each wire in the formula where p1 represents
the probability of that wire being 1 when the input is a random point in A and p2 is the
probability of that wire being a 0 when the input is a random p
point in B .pAt the q (n) inputs
to the formula the ordered pairs are lower bounded by (1=2n (n) ; 1=2n (n)).
It is easy to compute (assuming independence) the ordered pairs in the rest of the formula.
Suppose (p1 ; p2 ) and (q1; q2) are the ordered pairs at the input to a gate. If the gate is an
AND gate the ordered pair at the output is (p1 q1 ; p2 + q2 0 p2 q2) and if the gate is an OR
gate the ordered pair at the output is (p1 + q1 0 p1 q1 ; p2 q2).
7

It is clear that the ordered pairs are a lower bound on the probabilities that they represent.
Dependence has to be taken into account in computing these probabilities if and only if the

q (n) concepts that are input to the formula are not all distinct. But having two of the inputs
be the same concept only helps us in proving the lower bound since it only slows down the
rate of decrease of these probabilities. This statement relies on the fact that we are dealing
with monotone formulae.
The following lemma tells us how fast these ordered pairs go down in value and is central
to our lower bound proof.

Lemma 1

If the inputs to a formula are all labeled with ordered pairs

(p1 ; q1) and we require

that the output have a label that is componentwise less than or equal to the ordered pair
log p log q
(p2 ; q2), then the formula must have log p2 log q2
1 gates.
1
1

0

Proof:

We prove the statement by induction on the size of the formula. Assume wlog that

m1 and m2 be the two subformulae at the
inputs to this AND gate. Let (pa ; qa ) and (pb ; qb) be the labels of the outputs of m1 and m2
respectively. Then (p2 ; q2) = (pa pb ; qa + qb
qaqb ).

the gate at the output is an AND gate.

Let

0

First note that the base case, i.e. a formula with no gates satis es the conditions of the
lemma since in this case (p1 ; q1) = (p2 ; q2 ) and the expression giving the lower bound is 0.
Suppose that m1 and m2 satisfy the inductive hypothesis. We have
jmj






jm1 j

+

jm2 j

+1

log pa log qa + log pb log qb
log p1 log q1
log p2 log q2
log p1 log q1

0

0

1

1

The last inequality above follows because log q2 is smaller in absolute value than log qa
and log qb because q2  max(qa ; qb).
A symmetric calculation works for OR gates as well.

Corollary 1
least one of

If the size of

p2

or

q2

m

is 

is greater than

r(n) and the output wire is
1=2n=2 for large enough n.

Proof:

labeled with

(p2 ; q2), then at

The
statement follows from a straight forward application of lemma 1 with
p
q1 = 1=(2n (n)).

p1 =

m either has a `high' probability of accepting a point in A or a
B . Suppose wlog that the former is true. Then each
point in A is accepted with probability at least 1=2n=2 . Since the cardinality of A is 2n01 the
expected number of points in A which are accepted by m is approximately 2n=2 .
We will de ne a random variable Rx for each point x 2 A. Rx is an indicator variable
which is 1 if x is accepted by m and 0 otherwise. Note that the Rx 's are non-negative,
By the corollary above

high probability of rejecting a point in

independent, identically distributed variables. By Cherno
8

bounds the probability that the

sum of the

Rx's is equal to 0 when the expected sum is 2n=2 is given by F 0(2n=2 ; 1) which is

double exponentially small.

qn

Finally there are only single exponentially many choices for the ( ) concepts to be chosen

m and there are only single exponentially many di erent
m. Thus the probability over all the choices of the q(n) concepts and of the
circuit m that the exact equivalence query for Cn is constructed by m is still almost 0. In
any case it is nowhere near 1. Thus by the probabilistic method there is a concept class Cn

out of the 2n concepts as inputs to
possible circuits

for which membership and other equivalence queries don't work and the exact equivalence
query cannot be constructed by any circuit with

5

 r(n) gates. This proves the lower bound.

Lower Bounds on Size of Monotone Majority Formulae

We have shown that for any concept class
very few or most concepts, the majority of

Cn where each point of the domain belongs to
O(n) concepts constructs the majority concept.

On the other hand we have also shown that there is a concept class (where each point of
the domain is in most or few concepts) such that no monotone formula of size

n=log n)2 for

constructs the majority concept. In particular this implies a lower bound of (
the size of any monotone formula for majority.

 (n=log n)2

Actually we can sharpen this lower bound. When we are trying to prove a lower bound
for majority, we do not have to worry about making membership and other equivalence

Cn by an experiment where
A belongs to each concept with probability 1=8 and each point in B belongs to
each concept with probability 7=8. We then show that the following list of bad events have
queries ine ective. Consequently we de ne the concept class

each point in

a very low cumulative probability.

A belongs to more than 1/4 of the concepts.
Some point in B belongs to less than 3/4 of the concepts.
A concept contains less than 1/16 of the points in A
A concept contains more than 15/16 of the points in B .

1. Some point in
2.
3.
4.

Events 1 and 2 are bad because they violate the promise under which the majority concept
is constructed as a majority of

O(n) concepts and events 3 and 4 are bad because without

them the input probabilities to the formula in the proof of lemma 1 are too small. Clearly
once again, each event has a probability that is at most super exponentially small and once
again a straight forward application of lemma 1 gives us a lower bound of
This is the best known lower bound for majority. It was proven
(

rst by Khrapchenko[4]

(nk ) lower bound for the k threshold function. This was subsequently
nk log(n=k 0 1)) by Radhakrishnan[6] but this improvement does not produce

who showed an
improved to

n

( 2 ).

an improvement in the lower bound for majority.
9

Our lower bound actually holds for a large class of boolean functions that includes majority. Let f be any boolean function and fn be f restricted to n-bit inputs. If there is
a constant cf such that for large enough n, fn is identically 0 on the bottom cf n levels of
the lattice and identically 1 on the top cf n levels of the lattice, then any monotone formula
computing f must have size at least (n2).

6

Conclusions and Open Problems

It would be interesting to nd particular concept classes, such as boolean circuits, for which
equivalence queries can be drawn from smaller hypothesis classes than the ones established
here.
Our lower bound technique for majority can be described as a quick-and-dirty technique
where the analysis is rather coarse. It is surprising that such a technique yields the same
lower bound as more intricate combinatorial techniques. It would be interesting to explore
this technique for other models such as non-monotone formulae, monotone circuits, etc. and
for other functions such as the threshold functions with o(n) thresholds. Obvious extensions
don't seem to work.
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